EganSystem Track Solutions

- EganSystem Track
- EganSystem 202
- VersaPRO Presentation Surface
- EganSystem Office
- Custom Response Program
- EganINK
**Lightweight Egan VersaBoard**

EVS, both sides
Orients to portrait or landscape
Track, edge, and wall mounting hangers are available
VersaBoard models do not accept magnetic accessories

**Sizes available:**
- 26"w x 36"h – 3-1/2 lbs
- 36"w x 48"h – 6-1/2 lbs

---

**EganSystem 202 Markerboard**

EVS Write Surface
Double-sided and reversible – both sides available in EVS, EganBoard Porcelain
Orients to portrait or landscape
Optional tackable fabric available
Charcoal, EganMetallic, or Putty color frames. Custom Color available
Accepts magnetic accessories

**Sizes available:**
- 26"w x 48"h
- 26"w x 54"h
- 36"w x 48"h
- 36"w x 54"h

---

**EganSystem 202 Presentation Boards**

EVS Projection Surface, single-sided

**Size available:**
- 60"w x 48"h

---

**EganSystem Track and Board Hanger**

EganSystem 202 track mounts to any wall. Product offset from wall is only 1 3/4"
EganSystem 202 Track & Components

EganSystem 202 Tackboard
Reversible, optional EVS, Porcelain and tackable fabric combinations
Orients to portrait or landscape
Charcoal, EganMetallic, or Putty color frames.
Custom Color available

Sizes available:
- 26"w x 48"h
- 26"w x 54"h
- 36"w x 48"h
- 36"w x 54"h

Magnetic Accessories
Adjustable flipchart holder
Adjustable mounting pins
Accepts all Egan flipchart pads
Stainless steel only
EganCloth Caddy includes EganCloth, black and red dry-erase markers
Magnetic, self-stick and clip-on styles available

Flipchart Assembly
Permanently mounted to a 36"w x 48"h panel
Panel choice of EVS Magnetic or Porcelain

Instant Ship
EganSystem 202 boards are available with two business day shipping—quantity orders ship within 10 days. See price list for details.
Presentation Rail
Clear anodized or custom color available
36", 48", 60" widths

Quality Projection Surface
Project on VersaPRO
160º comfortable viewing angle

VersaPRO 202 Tackboard
EVS Write or Tackboard reversible
Sizes available:
26"w x 48"h
26"w x 54"h
36"w x 48"h
36"w x 54"h

EganSystem Lower Track with Presentation Rail
Add support for presentation tools and materials.
Shown actual size
VersaPRO Presentation Surface

VersaPRO + EganSystem 202: An unparalleled communication solution

Double-sided EganSystem 202 boards combine with Egan VersaPRO to provide three layers of communication surface, in less than 1 3/4 inches of depth.

- Ideal for dry-erase markerboard and projection applications, all in one.
- Installs smoothly over most wall situations.
- Reduces small indentations and minor imperfections in the supporting wall finish to provide a superior presentation surface.
- Optional VersaPRO Trim Kits offer a contemporary frame compatible with EganSystem Track components.

Optional EganMetallic EganSystem Trim Kit for VersaPRO

VersaPRO Presentation Surface

Widths: 120”
Heights: 48” or 54”

Egan recommends VersaSurface Presentation Wallcovering for floor-to-ceiling or wall-to-wall applications. VersaSurface is available from professional wallcovering dealers.
EganSystem Office for EganSystem Track

EganSystem Office is a high-performance modular system offering a complete range of options including cabinets, whiteboards, shelving, markerboards and tackboards that allow for flexible configuration easily customized to your working environment.

EganSystem Office Track and Components allows you to configure and reconfigure the office landscape as needed. Using a rich palette of sustainable and conventional materials – EganSystem Office Track and Components are designed for maximum planning and flexibility.

A comprehensive finish program that is design conscientious with a variety of options that contribute to a clean, elegant aesthetic appropriate throughout any office environment.
Realize Ideas

Custom Response Program

Collaborative solutions to meet any specs. Custom colors and wood stains, logo application, design, EganINK and fabric options.

For more info on Egan’s Custom Response Program, see current ‘Price & Specification Guide’, contact Customer Service at 1-800-263-2387 or visit www.egan.com/custom/

Eco Friendly Etex Finishes

EganSystem Office products may be specified with your choice of 9 Standard Etex satin finish colors. Custom Color available.

See Egan Color and Finish Guide for details.

Wood Veneer Finishes

EganSystem Office Cabinet doors may be specified with your choice of 9 Wood Veneer species. Custom Stain available.

See Egan Color and Finish Guide for details.
EganSystem Office – Get a Move On!

EganSystem Office is a popular choice for “corporate campus” situations providing ownership and privacy that individuals need. When a team is reorganized, or as projects evolve, shelving and the “million dollar” idea can be moved in minutes. The distinctive continuous track hanger design carries the weight of loaded shelving over the entire length of the track.

Moments to change
Within minutes, EganSystem Office lifts off the track. Transit from office to office is a simple task, requiring minimal time and personnel.

Moments to move
Easier than a box move
Faster than overnight
Valuable dry-erase notes are preserved
No need to pack/unpack shelves

Private office, ready to move.

Private office move completed.
Configuring Track Components with EganSystem 202

1. **Install top track at desired height**
   - Easy installation
   - Recommended height: 81”
   - Components easily suspend from track
   - Easily re-configured
   - GripTrack option includes built-in paper holder

2. **Enhance with lower track**
   - Recommended height: 29”
   - Supports Presentation Rails shown or reference shelves as below

3. **Re-configure as an office**
   - Unique track solution
   - Track distributes weight
   - Saves floor and desk space
   - With GripTrack and Security Locks, shelves will swing, but are prevented from lifting off the track
   - California State Office of Statewide Health Planning and Development (OSHPD) approved

**Security Lock**
- Approved for California state installations (OSHPD)
- Secures product to track, even under seismic activity
- Prevents unwanted movement
**EganSystem 202**  
– Designed for Flexibility

**How EganSystem Track Works:**
Track mount corners have a precision molded hanger that couples with the track for secure suspension and freely slides into position. To remove, swing the board out from the bottom and lift up. EganSystem GripTrack integrates a paper holder to suspend flipchart sheets.

EganSystem Twin Track and Multi Track, two or four rows of parallel tracks respectively, from a single installation to provide up to nine track boards in a ten foot installation. See Egan Price and Specification Guide for further details.

**Honeycomb Core**
Recycled paper products are constructed into a honeycomb core to create durable, lightweight products

EVS surface results in an unbelievably lightweight whiteboard

Reorient horizontal/vertical in moments with repositionable Track hangers.
EganSystem standard in EganMetallic (EM), Putty (PY) and Charcoal (CL). Custom Color available.
EganINK
Durable letters, lines and graphics

EganINK is another Egan Visual whiteboard innovation developed to create stunning grids, templates and lettering to your specification in a variety of colors. Exclusive to Egan EVS products and Egan GlassWrite—EganINK gives you the flexibility to make whiteboard concepts that really communicate your message or design. When combined with EganINK and markerboards there are limitless possibilities for corporate, education, healthcare and many more applications.

Purpose Specific Templates

Grid Dots  Grid Lines  Grid Gaps  School Lines  Pink Sketch  Bamboo

Markerboard Accessories

Versa Eraser  Part of the dust-free whiteboarding solution  EVVE6
Peri Tray  ACDT12
EganCloth  EVEC12

Dust-free Dry-erase

The unique tool for generating, capturing and presenting ideas.

eVS™ technology
EVS is a patent pending technology that features a non-permeable optical coating, fused to an opaque white polyester support base. The revolutionary surface is then laminated to a thick layer of polycarbonate to provide dimensional stability. The resulting laminate is manufactured into several formats to meet various customer requirements.

Environmentally responsible through design, quality, value, and timeliness: Egan has been certified by UL™ to have established and maintained a Quality Management System and Environmental Management System, and is registered to the ISO 9001:2008 and ISO 14001:2004 standards. Designed and manufactured in North America by Egan Visual Inc., the leader in visual communication products for the contract furniture industry for over 40 years. You can count on Egan products to be well-designed and well-built for years of hassle-free enjoyment.

Egan Visual, Inc.
Tel 1-800-263-2387 or 905-851-2826
Fax 9-6-8-6-1+6

www.egan.com
**Tackable Track System**

Introducing an innovative twist on the EganSystem Track. The TackRail is designed for ultimate flexibility as it is compatible with the full line of EganSystem products and accessories. The body of the TackRail ensures the same functionality as the EganSystem Track, but presents the opportunity for a tackable rail infill. This allows materials outside the coinciding Egan System Products, such as flip chart holder, to be attached to the rail with the use of pins or tacks. The ¼” deep infill significantly increases the usability of the traditional track system. A variety of tackable material colors are available as infill options to ensure the TackRail is visually compatible with your existing office space.

Our tackable material is an environmentally friendly self-healing surface that naturally inhibits bacterial growth.